INTRODUCTION
Severe weather challenges all of us. Activities that we take for granted can
become difficult or even hazardous when severe weather occurs. However, by
taking some simple steps you can reduce the impact of such events.
This winter-ready booklet gives information on being prepared, providing
practical advice for coping during episodes of severe weather, as well as giving
contact details of organisations and agencies that can provide guidance and
assistance. The booklet was prepared by the Government Task Force on
Emergency Planning.
The main message is simple - be prepared, stay safe and know where to find
help should you need it.
An electronic version of this booklet is available on the website winterready.ie
An Irish language edition is also available. The website acts as an entry site to
many useful websites. During severe weather events information will also be
available on AERTEL page 592.
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THE HOME
Be Prepared

















Have a small supply of non perishable, easy-to-prepare foods
Keep extra supplies of essential medication in case it is difficult to get to
the pharmacy
Have an adequate supply of fuel for heating/cooking and if possible a
suitable alternative should the main supply fail
Have a shovel and bag of salt to keep paths clear and safe
Have batteries for torches in the event of power cuts
Have candles and matches. Candles should always be placed away from
draughts in proper candleholders. Never leave a burning candle
unattended
Have a water container to ensure a supply of drinking water
Have emergency contact numbers to hand
Leave a key and contact details with neighbours or family if you are
going away
Check that loft insulation is thick and in good condition
Fit your water tank with an insulation jacket or alternatively, wrap the
top and sides with suitable insulation material
Repair any leaks at taps or valves
Know how to turn off the water supply (usually under the kitchen sink)
Fit draught excluders to your doors and windows
Make sure heating equipment is well-maintained, vented correctly and
working properly
Ensure chimneys are cleaned at least once a year

Health Advice - Keeping Well and Warm
Everyone, especially older or more vulnerable people should remember to take
extra care during a cold spell. Elderly people should not venture outdoors in
severe weather if possible. The public are asked to make a special effort to
keep in contact with their neighbours and relatives, particularly those living
alone.
Remember: Keep warm, eat well and avoid unnecessary travel
 Call on elderly relatives and neighbours and ensure they have sufficient
supplies of food and of any prescription drugs they may need
 Ensure that older people have sufficient fuel supplies to maintain
adequate heating in their homes
Medical Appointments
If travel services or roads are disrupted due to bad weather, you may need to
change planned visits to hospital or other health centres for appointments or
even a planned operation. If severe disruption occurs, some health services
may have to change their operating times. If you have a question about any
planned appointments, please phone the hospital or facility that you are due to
attend to check on any changes to services.
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Health Advice - Drinking Water
If your water supply is disrupted due to severe weather, you will find health
advice on drinking water supplies on the website www.hse.ie.
Preventing Falls and Trips
Emergency Departments around the country can be busy in severe weather,
dealing with sprains and fractures as a result of slips and falls on icy roads and
footpaths. While both young and old present to Emergency Departments as a
result of falls on ice, as we get older a fall can result in broken bones, a loss of
confidence, loss of mobility and fear of leaving the home. Many falls can be
prevented, and by making small changes we can reduce the chances of falling.
Accidents do happen but many slips, trips and falls are preventable. A leaflet,
‘Keep Safe This Winter – Preventing Falls and Trips’ is available on the website
www.hse.ie, with lots of helpful tips on how to be safe in your home and
outdoors this winter. You can also contact your Local Health Office for more
advice.
Personal Safety – Staying Safe








In icy weather, wear well-fitted shoes with non-slip soles if you have to
go out but try to limit walking during the cold weather
Have your vision checked. Your eyesight changes as you get older; poor
vision can increase your chances of falling
As you get older you may need to change the dose of your medicines –
check with your doctor. Some medicines or combinations of medicines
may make you feel faint or light-headed which could lead to a fall
Consider wearing a personal alarm so that family or neighbours are
alerted if you fall
Eat regular hot meals and drink plenty of fluids, this will keep you warm
and will give you energy to keep active
If you have a fall, even a minor one, make sure you visit your doctor for
a check up

Fall prevention in your home








Leave a low energy light on at night time, preferably one with a high
light output
Use a non-slip shower or bath mat
Make sure wires or cords from lamps, telephones etc. do not trail where
you walk
Arrange furniture so that you can easily move around all your rooms
Keep the floors clear from papers and books etc. that could cause you to
trip
Remove rugs or use non-slip tape or backing so rugs will not slip
Consider installing hand rails on both sides of the stairs

Keep well this Winter – for more information visit www.hse.ie
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WATER SHORTAGES/LEAKS
Information on your Local Authority's arrangements for dealing with water
shortages can be located on the following website
http://www.environ.ie/en/Links/LocalAuthorities/
Be Prepared – precautions against freezing temperatures






Mains water supply to premises, i.e. external stopcock - the depth from
ground-level to the stopcock should not be less than 600mm. If
required, seek professional advice on having the stopcock lowered or
protected. The same applies to the line from the stopcock to your
property. Be aware that the level may vary as it nears your property
To prevent stopcocks freezing, open the stopcock chamber and remove
any water. Fill the chamber with non-absorbent material to provide
insulation. Do not use absorbent material as it too will freeze when wet
Do not leave taps running as this merely wastes a valuable resource
If you are leaving your property unattended for a period of more than a
day or two, you should shut off the water supply to the property from
the external stopcock (while ensuring that any water-dependent
appliances or facilities are also shut-off)

Be Prepared - avoid Frozen Pipes







Ensure all exposed pipes are adequately insulated. This includes pipes in
the attic where the attic floor has been well insulated
Insulate or wrap a towel around an outside tap.
Leave a light on in the attic
Open attic trap door to allow heat in
Leave heating on for longer periods at lower settings
Warmth offers the best protection against frozen pipes so keep your
house warm

Frozen mains water supply



If your supply is frozen, be cautious with use of heating systems,
washing machines or other water-dependent appliances or facilities
If in doubt, contact a qualified plumber for advice

Water Leaks




Water supply in vacant premises and holiday homes should be shut off
and drained down in preparation for winter
Keyholders - check premises regularly for possible leaks
If a leak is detected
 Turn off water supply –stop valve is usually under the kitchen sink
 Turn on cold taps to drain the system
 Turn off central heating
 Turn off electricity supply if leak is near electrical appliances
 Call a qualified plumber
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CLEARING SNOW
Clearing snow from footpaths









Clearing snow can be demanding work - only undertake the task if you
are reasonably fit and do not have an underlying medical condition
Clear snow or ice early in the day if possible
Wear sturdy, insulated, waterproof footwear with good gripping soles
Use a shovel. There are special shovels for this task but any garden
shovel will do
Make a path down the middle of the area being cleared so that you will
have a clear surface to walk on
Never use boiling water to clear snow (it may re-freeze and cause the
formation of black ice)
You can prevent ice forming by spreading salt on the area that you have
cleared
When you are clearing snow it is important that you don’t create an
obstacle for pedestrians or traffic. Ensure that the snow is removed to a
location that won’t create a hazard

Legal Advice for Snow Clearance and Gritting
The Office of the Attorney General has advised that liability does not arise
when snow is cleared from footpaths in a safe manner.
In relation to people gritting roads with grit supplied by the local authorities,
the legal advice is that the issue of liability does not arise where the material is
delivered, stored and used in a safe manner and does not cause hazard.
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